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1. Introduction 

The Link Editor combines separately generated object modules with associated 
procedures and overlays to form a single, linked, relocatable object module that can 
be installed and executed on various computer systems. The object code is generated 
by assemblers supplied with the TMS7000, TMS99000, or TMS320 software 
development systems. The link editor is currently available for the T1990 (DX10), 
VAX (VMS and Berkeley UNIX 4.1 and 4.2), and TI/IBM PC (MS/PC-DOS) oper-
ating systems. 

This manual describes the Link Editor, its files and control commands, and gives 
examples of various linking procedures. Included in this document are the following 
major topics: 

• Introduction (Section 1) 
Description 
Program definition (phase and task) 

• Link Editor Files (Section 2)• 
Link control file 
Object modules 
Libraries 
Linked output file 
Listing file 

• Linker Commands (Section 3) 
Entering a command 
Command set summary (listed according to function) 
Individual command descriptions (alphabetized) 

• Linking Examples (Section 4) 
Simple link 
RAM/ROM partitioning 
Partial link 
Library creation 

• Link Editor Error Messages (Section 5) 

• Glossary (Appendix A) 



Introduction 

1.1 Description 

The Link Editor provides symbol resolution for external references and definitions 
created by the REF and DEF assembler directives. Without this function, all modules 
would have to be compiled or assembled at once, and modules written in different 
languages could not be mixed. 

The Link Editor builds a list of symbols from the REF tags in the object modules that 
are included in the linking process. The Link Editor then resolves references by 
matching DEF tag symbols with the REF tags and inserting the correct values for 
these symbols in the linked object code. 

The Link Editor can position the three defined segments (program, data, and 
common) to prescribed boundaries for eventual ROM/RAM partitioning. Program, 
data and common segments are defined by the PSEG, DSEG, and CSEG assembler 
directives, respectively. If these directives are not used, the entire object module is 
tagged as a program segment. 

When PSEG, DSEG, and CSEG tags are encountered in the included modules, the 
Link Editor reorganizes segments from each module into three segments in the linked 
output. The first segment contains the PSEGs of all included modules, the second 
segment contains the DSEGs, and the third segment the CSEGs of all included 
modules. The beginning location for each segment can be user-defined. 

The Link Editor also allows overlays and procedure/task segmentation. However, if 
the system being used loads only one module at a time, procedure/task segmentation 
and overlays cannot be used because they produce multiple output modules. 

1.2 Program Definition 

To use the Link Editor, each program must be defined as a phase or a task. Below 
are the definitions of each. 

Phase The smallest functional unit that can be loaded as a logical entity during 
execution in an overlay structure. 

Each phase is identified by a name and a level number. The root phase 
is at level 0 and is that portion of the program that must remain memory 
resident. Other phases (level 1 and above) that do not have to be 
simultaneously memory-resident can overlay each other. 

Task A complete program containing both variable data and executable code 
or the variable data portion of a program (for procedure/task segmen-
tation). 
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2. Link Editor Files 

Executing the Link Editor utility begins by accessing the Linker and then responding 
to prompts for the link control file, linked output file, and listing file. The Link Editor 
utility uses the following five files in the linking process: 

• Link control file 
• Object modules 
• Libraries 
• Linked output file 
• Listing file 

Each file is given a pathname so that when that pathname is entered, the Link Editor 
can search for that file. The pathnames for the link control file, object modules, 
declared libraries, the linked output file, and the listing file are in the listing file. An 
example of pathname structure (default value) for the link control file is given for four 
of the operating systems currently available for the Link Editor. 

Pathname System 

DS01.SIMPLE.CTL 990/DX10 
[PROJECT.MACK]SEGMENT.CON VAX/VMS 
\UFR\PROJECT\MACK\SEGMENT.CON VAX/Berkeley UNIX 
A:PARTIAL.CTL TI/IBM PC (MS/PC-DOS) 

Each of the link editor files is described in the succeeding subsections. 
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Link Editor Files 

2.1 Link Control File 

The link control file is an input file that controls the operation of the Link Editor. 
This file contains a set of link control commands called a control stream which 
defines the modules to be linked and how they are to be linked. The Link Editor links 
the object modules in the order specified by the linker commands. See Table 3-2 
for a summary of all the linker commands. 

The link control file must be created ahead of time. Entering a pathname instructs the 
editor to look for a file containing the necessary control commands. 

2.2 Object Modules 

Object modules are the input programs that are to be linked together. They are 
contained in files and must consist of either ASCII or compressed 990-tagged object 
code. The ASCII 990-tagged object code is the type of code generated by assemblers 
supplied with the TMS7000, TMS99000, and TMS320 Software Development 
Systems. The object code consists of ASCII tags followed by data fields. The 
following documents contain a description of object code format: 

• Texas Instruments TMS7000 Assembly Language Programmer's Guide 
(SPNU002B) 

• TMS99000 Assembly Language Programmer's Guide (SPOU001 B) 
• TMS32010 Assembly Language Programmer's Guide (SPRU002B) 
• TMS32020 User's Guide (SPRU003) 

As the Link Editor finishes writing out an object module, it names the module and 
gives the number of object records it contains. When the link terminates normally, 
the last line written reads '*** LINKING COMPLETED' . The date and time at the 
end of the link are printed on the last line. The date and time captured at the 
beginning of the link are printed at the top of every page and on the last card of every 
module in the linked object. 

Object modules can be explicitly user-defined with the INCLUDE command in the 
control file, or automatically included by the Link Editor as a result of a search for 
unresolved references. 

2.3 Libraries 

Libraries are directories or files containing collections of object modules. An object 
library may be either random or sequential. A random library is a directory of object 
modules in separate files, whereas a sequential library is a file containing one or more 
object modules concatenated together. See Section 4.4 for examples of library 
creation. 

Libraries are used to automatically resolve the REF and DEF tag symbols between 
object modules specified in INCLUDE commands. 

Two types of symbol resolution are implemented: 

• Automatic symbol resolution by default (the AUTO command) when the END 
command is detected in the control file unless the NOAUTO command has been 
used. 
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Link Editor Files 

• Symbol resolution at a user-defined point in the linking process when a 
SEARCH or FIND command is used. The SEARCH command is used with 
random libraries and the FIND command with sequential libraries. 

Libraries defined by the LIBRARY command are searched in the same order they are 
defined. Any additional unresolved references created by modules to satisfy refer-
ences are also resolved automatically. Automatic symbol resolution still occurs at 
the end of the linking process for any remaining unresolved references unless a 
NOAUTO command is in the control file. 

2.4 Linked Output File 

The linked output file is an 80-character output file containing the 990-tagged object 
format load module in the "LINKED OUTPUT" file. This load module appears in 
ASCII or compressed format, depending on the use of the FORMAT command in the 
object link control file. The response to the linked output file name specifies the 
destination of the load module. 

2.5 Listing File 

The listing file consists of a listing that includes the control stream and a link map 
that lists the modules with their origins and lengths. The link map consists of the 
following four sections: 

1) Individual constituent object modules 
2) Common segments 
3) Symbols (external) 
4) Unresolved references (identified even if the NOMAP option has been selected). 

The response to the listing file access name specifies the destination of the listing 
generated during the link edit. The pathnames for the control file, the listing file, the 
linked object file, and declared libraries are in the listing file. Messages are listed for 
detected errors in the listing file. 

The Link Editor creates two temporary files on the work file disk. Therefore, sufficient 
space for two disk or diskette files must be available. 
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3. Linker Commands 

Link control commands define the modules to be linked and how they are linked. 
This section gives some rules for entering a command in the link control file. 

A command set summary of all the linker commands, arranged according to function, 
is provided for easy reference. Each command in the summary table is next described 
individually. Linker syntax and example(s) are also given for each command. The 
commands are listed in alphabetical order. 
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Linker Commands 

3.1 Entering a Command 

When entering a command in the control file, these rules should be followed: 

• Either the entire command or only the first four characters may be specified. 
• At least one space must separate the command from its parameters. 
• Comments may be entered either on a separate line or following the command 

parameters. 
• All comments must be preceded by a semicolon (;). 
• The command must be contained within the first 72 characters of the line. 

3.2 Linker Command Set 

Table 3-1 lists the symbols used in the syntax definitions of the linker commands. 

Table 3-1. Linker Syntax Symbols 

SYMBOL MEANING 

< > User-defined parameters. 

[ ] Optional parameters. They may be omitted. 

{ } Alternative parameters, one of which must be entered. 
The preceding parameter may be repeated. 

( ) Indicates "contents of". 
<acnm> An access name for a file or library must be entered for the 

parameter. 
<base> The starting location of a segment, expressed as either a decimal 

or hexadecimal number up to five digits in length. 
<level> The level of a phase. 
<name> The name of a specified area. Consists of one to eight alphanu-

meric characters, the first of which must be alphabetic. 
(<name>) The name of a member in a library. 
<value> The number of lines, between 16 and 60, to be printed on a page. 

Replaces the default value of 60. 
> Represents hexadecimal, as does also a leading zero. 

Words shown in capital letters and special characters not listed 
here must be entered as shown. 

The link command set summary of Table 3-2 is arranged according to function and 
alphabetized within each functional grouping. Of the four groups, the first group 
consists of basic commands that are required to perform basic Link Editor functions. 
The second group consists of ROM/RAM partitioning commands. The third group 
includes those miscellaneous commands that perform auxiliary link editor functions, 
such as specifying default conditions and procedure/task segmentation. The fourth 
group consists of the partial link commands. 
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Linker Commands 

Table 3-2. Linker Command Set Summary 

BASIC COMMANDS 

Command Function 

END Indicates the end of the control stream. This is a required 
command. 

FIND Specifies a search of only sequential libraries for unresolved 
references at this point in the control stream. 

FORMAT Defines' the format of the linked output module as ASCII or 
COMPRESSED code. The default is ASCII object code. 

INCLUDE Defines one or more modules to be included in the linking process. 
At least one INCLUDE command is required in each control stream. 

LIBRARY Defines a random library directory. 

PHASE Defines the level and name of a phase in a program. Either the 
PHASE or the TASK command must appear in each control stream. 
Multiple phases are allowed when overlays are used. 

SEARCH Specifies a search of defined random libraries for unresolved 
references at this point in the control stream. 

TASK Defines a phase to be installed and executed as a task or stand-
alone program. A name is assigned the task. 

ROM/RAM PARTITIONING COMMANDS 

Command Function 

ALLOCATE Controls the relative positioning of the program, data, and common 
segments (PSEG, DSEG, and CSEG assembler directives, respec-
tively). 

COMMON Specifies the starting location of the common segment in the linked 
output. 

DATA Specifies the starting location of the data segment in the linked 
output. 

PROGRAM Specifies the starting location of the program segment in the linked 
output. 
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Linker Commands 

Table 3-2. Linker Command Set Summary (Concluded) 

AUXILIARY FUNCTION COMMANDS 

Command Function 

ADJUST Aligns a phase or a module within a phase on a specified boundary. 

AUTO Specifies automatic symbol resolution at the end of the control 
stream (default condition). 

DUMMY Suppresses generation of the linked output file. Useful for error 
identification or when only a listing file is required. 

ENTRY Specifies a symbol for an entry tag to be produced. 

NOAUTO Inhibits automatic symbol resolution, allowing the user to explicitly 
control library searching for unresolved references. 

NOMAP Suppresses the output of the link map listing by omitting the 
module, common, and symbol maps from the listing. 

NOPAGE Inhibits page ejects between the link maps of each phase. 

NOSYMT Omits symbol tables from included modules in the linked output 
file (default condition). 

PAGE Causes page ejects between link maps for each phase (default 
condition). 

PROCEDURE Defines a phase of the link edit structure which can be installed 
as a procedure. Used for procedure/task segmentation only. An 
alternate version of this command can be used to support levels 
1 and 2. 

REPLACE Replaces one external symbol name for another in the next object 
file read in. 

SYMT Includes symbol tables in linked output files. 

PARTIAL LINK COMMANDS 

Command Function 

ALLGLOBAL Declares all external definitions in included modules as global 
symbols for subsequent relinking (default condition). 

GLOBAL Identifies the symbols defined in included modules to be processed 
as global symbols for subsequent relinking. 

NOTGLOBAL Declares either specified externally defined symbols or all externally 
defined symbols in included modules as local symbols. 

PARTIAL Performs a partial link and outputs either ASCII or compressed 
object code. The output of a partial link must be linked again 
without the PARTIAL command before the program can be loaded 
and executed. 
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Linker Commands 

3.3 Individual Command Descriptions 

Each command in the linker command set summary is described in the following 
pages. Information, such as linker syntax, a description, and example(s), is given for 
each command. The commands are listed in alphabetical order. 
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ADJU Specify Alignment of Phase Command ADJU 

Syntax ADJUST [<n>] 

where <n> = a decimal number less than 16 specifying a power-of- 
two bytes. A value greater than 15 causes an error. 
When the parameter is omitted or equal to zero, align-
ment is on the next word boundary. 

Description The ADJUST command specifies the alignment of a phase or of a module within 
a phase on a specified boundary. 

When the ADJUST command appears immediately before a PHASE command, 
the next phase and all subsequent phases of the same level and with the same 
parent node are aligned on the specified boundary, relative to the beginning of 
the program. 

If the ADJUST command follows a PHASE command but precedes all INCLUDE 
commands in the phase, the effect is the same as above. When the ADJUST 
command follows a PHASE command but precedes an INCLUDE command, the 
next module in that phase is aligned on the specified boundary, relative to the 
beginning of the phase. 
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ALLG Declare Global Symbols Command ALLG 

Syntax ALLGLOBAL 

Description The ALLGLOBAL (partial linking) command declares all external definitions in 
included modules as global symbols. ALLGLOBAL is a default condition. 

Global symbols are externally defined in the linked output module and therefore 
may be re-linked in a subsequent linking process. 
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ALLO Allocate Relative Positioning of Segments Command ALLO 

Syntax ALLOCATE 

Description The ALLOCATE command controls the relative positioning of program, data, and 
common segments (PSEG, DSEG, and CSEG directives, respectively). ALLO-
CATE has no parameters. 

ALLOCATE directs the Link Editor to reserve space for all outstanding data and 
common segments as if no more object modules were to be included in the link. 
The primary purpose of the ALLOCATE command is to aid the user in sharing 
non-reentrant procedures between different tasks. 

The ALLOCATE command only works if all read/write data is contained in data 
segments (DSEGs) or common segments (CSEGs). 
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AUTO Automatic Symbol Resolution Command AUTO 

Syntax AUTO 

Description The AUTO command specifies automatic symbol resolution using defined libraries 
at the end of the linking process. The AUTO command has no parameters and 
is optional. It is the default condition. 
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COMM Set Starting Location Counter for CSEG Command COMM 

Syntax COMMON {<base>[,<name>] [,<name>]...} 

Description 

Example 1 

Example 2 

Example 3 

Example 4 

where <base> = the starting location of the common segment. It can 
be expressed as either a decimal or hexadecimal number 
up to five digits in length. 

<name> = the name of the common segment. Any unnamed 
common segment begins after the last data area 
encountered. The commons are allocated in the order 
in which the definitions appear in the object module. 

The COMMON command defines the starting address for the specified common 
segment (CSEG). Commons that are loaded at the specified address must be 
specifically identified within this command. The COMMON command is only valid 
when used with the PROGRAM command and is ignored if used alone. 

More than one COMMON command may be used, and a continuation can be 
performed by repeating the command using a previously named common instead 
of a starting address. The COMMON command cannot be used in partial links. 

COMMON 01000,COMA Begin common COMA at location 
>1000. 

COMM >1000,COMA Results are the same as the 
preceding example. 

COMMON COMA,COMB Begin common. COMB immediately 
following COMA. 

COMM 4096,COMA,COMB Results are the same as the 
two preceding examples. 
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DATA Set Starting Location Counter for DSEG Command DATA 

Syntax DATA <base> 

Description 

Example 1 

Example 2 

where <base> = the starting location of the data segment. It can be 
expressed as either a decimal or hexadecimal number 
up to five digits in length. 

The DATA command defines the absolute starting address for the data segment 
(DSEG) in the linked output. The DATA command is only valid when used with 
the PROGRAM command and is ignored if used alone. 

The DATA command may appear more than once in the control stream, but the 
first DATA command must appear before the first INCLUDE command. If the 
DATA command is omitted, the starting location for.each data area defaults to the 
end of the corresponding program area. 

The DATA command cannot be used in partial links. 

DATA 01000 Begin data segment at location >1000. 

DATA 4096 Same as the preceding example. 
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DUMM Suppress Generation of Linked Output File Command DUMM  

Syntax DUMMY 

Description The DUMMY command supresses generation of the linked output file. This 
command is useful for error identification or when only a listing file is needed. 
DUMMY has no parameters. 
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END Specify End of Control Stream Command END 

Syntax END 

Description The END command specifies the end of the control stream. The command is 
required in every control stream. 
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FORM Define Format of Linked Output Module Command FORM 

Syntax FORMAT {ASCII,COMPRESSED} 

Description The FORMAT command defines the format of the linked output module. 

The format specified may be either ASCII or COMPRESSED object code. In ASCII 
format, each integer value in the object is represented as a four-byte character 
string. ASCII format is also called 990-tagged object format and is the default 
condition. Compressed format is more efficient to use since each integer value 
is represented as a two-byte word. 
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GLOB Identify Global Symbols Command GLOB 

Syntax GLOBAL [symbolname][,symbolname]... 

Description 

where symbolname = a symbol which is to be processed as a global symbol. 
It is defined at assembly time and consists of six char-
acters or less, the first of which must be alphabetic. 

The GLOBAL command is a partial linking command, identifying the symbols 
defined in included modules to be processed as global symbols. Global symbols 
are externally defined in the output module that may be relinked. 

Each parameter specifies a symbol that is to be processed as a global symbol. 
The command may include several parameters and may appear more than once 
in the command stream. If no parameters are specified, the command functions 
as an ALLGLOBAL command. 

Symbols defined by the GLOBAL command are not affected by the NOTGLOBAL 
command (no parameters) that declares all symbols to be local. 
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INCL Specify Modules To Be Included in Link Command INCL 

Syntax INCLUDE {<acnm>[,<acnm>]...,(<name>)[,(<name>)]...} 

where <acnm> = the access name of a file containing the object 
module(s) to be included in the linking process. 

Description 

Example 1 

Example 2 

Example 3 

(<name>) = a member in a library. 

The INCLUDE command specifies modules to be included in the linking process. 
This command is required in the control stream. More than one INCLUDE 
command may be used as needed. 

A PROCEDURE, TASK, or PHASE command must precede the first INCLUDE 
command. 

If the <name> parameter is used, enclose only the file name or module name of 
the object modules (rather than the entire access name) in parentheses. The 
specified <name> must be of a file contained in a defined random library. The 
Link Editor searches the defined libraries for the specified module. 

If no parameters are given, in-line text format (not compressed) object code is 
assumed. The in-line object (see Example 3) is delimited by either end-of-file 
or by a record with '/*' in columns one and two. This method is suitable, for 
example, when the control file is read in from a card reader (in which case, 
end-of-file is denoted by a '/*' card). 

INCLUDE (X) Search defined random libraries for 
a file named X and include the 
module(s) in that file. 

INCLUDE TEST.MPO Include the module TEST.MPO from the 
default directory on a PC/MS-DOS 
system. 

INCLUDE 
KOO6CCARTMOND50020LBL2B150021LBL2B240000LBL2C240000LBL2D2A00207F1E7F 
BCE26BCE26BFE80E00000000BFE80E00010000BCE1BB0201B0388B4802B48A97F1E1F 
BFFEEBCE27BCE5OBCEO4BCE05BCE01B567BB568CBCE0OBCEOFBCE1FB807AB81A87F048F 

CARTMOND 4/10/85 10:53:14 ASM32020 PC 1.0 85.092 
/* 
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LIBR Define Random Library Directories Command LIBR 

Syntax 

Description 

Example 1 

Example 2  

LIBRARY <acnm> [,<acnm>]... 

where <acnm> = the access name of the directory that is to be defined 
as a library. 

The LIBRARY command defines random library directories. Random libraries 
must consist of a directory, and the files in the directory must contain 990-tagged 
object modules. Sequential libraries, consisting of a sequential file of object 
modules, are indicated using the FIND command. 

LIBR VOLl.AOBJ,VOLl.BOBJ Define directories AOBJ and 
BOBJ as random libraries 
using DX10 pathnames. 

LIBR A:*.EXT Define drive A: as a random 
library of files with 
extension .EXT on a 
PC/MS-DOS system. 
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NOAU Inhibit Automatic Symbol Resolution Command NOAU 

Syntax NOAUTO 

Description The NOAUTO command inhibits automatic symbol resolution at the end of the 
linking process. This command allows the user to explicitly control library 
searching for unresolved references through use of the SEARCH and FIND 
commands. NOAUTO has no parameters. 
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Omit Module, Common, and Symbol Maps 
NOMA from Listing Command NOMA 

Syntax NOMAP 

Description The NOMAP command specifies that the module, common, and symbol maps 
are to be omitted from the listing. This gives some improvement in terms of speed 
and number of symbols that can be processed. The following information is still 
printed on the listing file: 

• Length of task and procedure(s) 
• Unresolved references 
• Release number of the Link Editor 

NOMAP must appear before any PHASE or TASK commands are used. 
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NOPA Set No Page Ejects Between Link Maps Command NOPA 

Syntax NO 

Description The NOPAGE command sets no page ejects between the link maps for each phase. 
New pages are started for the listing of the first phase and when the number of 
lines per page has been exceeded. 
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NOSY Omit Symbol Table from Modules Command NOSY 

Syntax NOSYMT 

Description The NOSYMT command omits symbol tables from included modules in the linked 
output file. This provides for more compact object code but does not allow 
symbolic debugging. 

The NOSYMT command may appear anywhere in the control file. However, if 
an overlay structure is used, the NOSYMT command must appear in the root phase 
(phase 0). 

NOSYMT is the default option and is the inverse of SYMT. 
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NOTG Define Local Symbols Command NOTG 

Syntax NOTGLOBAL [symbolname] [,symbolname]... 

Description 

where symbolname = a symbol which is to be processed as a local symbol. 
It is defined at assembly time and consists of six char-
acters or less, the first of which must be alphabetic. 

The NOTGLOBAL command is a partial linking command, declaring that either 
specified externally defined symbols or all externally defined symbols in the 
included modules are to be processed as local (not global) symbols. 

Local symbols are not externally defined in the partially linked output module and 
thus can only be referenced by modules included in the current partial link. 

The command may include several parameters and may appear more than once 
in the command stream. If no parameters are specified, all symbols are processed 
as local, except those specified in the GLOBAL command. 
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PAGE Set Page Eject to Separate Link Maps Command PAGE 

Syntax PAGE [value] 

where value = the number of lines to be printed on a page, replacing 
the default value of 60. The value parameter is optional, 
but when present, the value must be between 16 and 
60. 

Description The PAGE command causes page ejects to separate the beginning of each link 
map for each phase. This is the default condition. 
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PART Perform Partial Link Command PART 

Syntax PARTIAL 

Description The PARTIAL command performs a partial link and outputs either ASCII or 
compressed object code. The output of a partial link is not executable and must 
be linked again without the PARTIAL directive before the program can be loaded 
and executed. 

The PARTIAL command causes the Link Editor to do the following: 

1) Resolve all external references defined by any module included in the partial 
link. 

2) Retain all entry points in the partial link as an entry in the output (subject 
to GLOBAL, NOTGLOBAL, ALLGLOBAL commands). 

3) Retain the common tags and update common numbers. 

4) Output one data section that is the total of all input data sections. 

Partial linking is allowed for single phases only, and the control stream must 
contain either a TASK or PHASE 0 command. If partial linking of overlays is 
required, each phase must be partially linked separately as a phase 0. The phase 
level and name may be redefined in subsequent links. The following commands 
are invalid with partial links: ALLOCATE, PROGRAM, DATA, COMMON, and 
DUMMY. 
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PHAS Define Phase Level and Name Command PHAS 

Syntax PHASE <level>,<name> 

where <level> = the level of the phase. Levels specified greater than zero 
can be used for overlay structures only. Level 0 defines 
the root (memory-resident) phase. Each subsequent 
PHASE command defines the level and name of an 
overlay. 

<name> = the name of the phase. It consists of one to eight 
alphanumeric characters, the first of which must be 
alphabetic. The name supplied becomes the IDT name, 
placed on the last card of the object module produced 
and on the identification fields of ASCII-formatted 
object records. 

The PHASE command defines the level and name of a phase in a program. 

PHASE 0 and TASK commands are logically identical; one and only one of these 
two commands must appear in each control stream. 

The Link Editor produces an output module for each phase of the program. PHASE 
commands are followed by INCLUDE commands that define the modules included 
in the phase. Multiple phases are allowed when overlays are used. 

Description 

Example 1 

Example 2 

PHASE O,MAIN 

PHAS 2,DISK  

Define phase MAIN at level 0. 

Define phase DISK at level 2. 
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PROC Define Phase as Procedure Command PROC 

Syntax PROCEDURE {<name>,<Ievel,name>} 

where <name> = the identifier of the procedure to be used. The parameter 
consists of one to eight alphanumeric characters, the 
first of which must be alphabetic. 

Description 

Example 1 

Example 2 

Example 3 

<level> = the level of the phase. 

The PROCEDURE command provides procedure/task segmentation by defining 
a phase of the link edit structure which can be installed as a procedure (a re-en-
trant procedure may be shared among several tasks). The name supplied becomes 
the IDT name, placed on the last record of the object module produced and on 
the identification field of ASCII-formatted object records. This command was 
designed for the DX10, but can be used on other systems, particularly in 
ROM/RAM partitioning for generating load modules with a level of root phase 
0. 

When used, the PROCEDURE command must precede the TASK command, all 
PHASE commands, and the INCLUDE command that defines the procedure 
module. 

The PROCEDURE command is used with the INCLUDE commmand to define the 
procedure. The PROCEDURE command defines the name of the procedure, and 
the INCLUDE command defines the modules that are to be in that procedure. 
Procedures contain the program segment (PSEG), which may be the entire 
program but is usually only the executable code and read-only data. 

A generalization of the standard PROCEDURE command is supported for levels 
1 and 2. In place of a single first procedure, any number of other level-one 
procedures can be defined, any of which can be resident in memory at a given 
time under the user's control. The length of the first procedure area is the maxi-
mum of the lengths of the individual level-one modules. Analogous properties 
apply to second-level PROCEDURES. Modules brought in by automatic call to 
satisfy references in any procedure module will be placed in the root. 

PROCEDURE FORLIB Define procedure FORLIB. 

PROC RUNLIB Define procedure RUNLIB. 

PROCEDURE 2,FILEMG Define a procedure FILMG at level 2. 
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PROG Define Absolute Starting Counter for PSEG Command PROG 

Syntax PROGRAM <base> 

where <base> = the starting location of the program segment. It can 
be expressed as a decimal or hexadecimal numhP up 
to five digits in length. 

Description 

Example 1 

Example 2 

Example 3 

The PROGRAM command defines the absolute starting address for the program 
segment (PSEG) in the linked output. 

The PROGRAM command may be used more than once. The first PROGRAM 
command must appear before the first INCLUDE command. Use of the PROGRAM 
command by itself or with the DATA and COMMON commands causes the linked 
output to be loaded at the specified address (base). 

PROGRAM 01F00 Begin program segment at location 
>1F00. 

PROG >1F00 Same as the preceding example. 

PROG 7936 Begin program segment at location 
7936 (>1F00). 
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REPL Replace Oldsym with Newsym Command REPL 

Syntax REPLACE <oldsym(newsym)>[,<oldsym(newsym)>]... 

where oldsym = the currently existing external symbol representing a 
reference, definition, or common name. 

Description 

(newsym) = the new external symbol to replace the oldsym. 

The REPLACE command specifies that in the next file read in, each occurrence 
of 'oldsym' as an external symbol is replaced by 'newsym'. The command applies 
to every module in a file containing multiple modules. It applies only to the first 
file in an INCLUDE command list. If the command immediately precedes a FIND, 
SEARCH, or END command, it still applies to the next single file read in. 

If 'oldsym' is $DATA and an affected module contains a DSEG, the linker converts 
the DSEG to a common with the name 'newsym'. This means that no data 
segment is identified in the listing, and if other instances of the common name 
occur, the common may be extended in length or promoted (moved up to a 
lower-numbered phase). 

Note that data segments can be shared by using the REPLACE command to 
convert them to a common. Appropriately used, this permits a module to share a 
data segment in an ancestor phase and places no restrictions on the order of 
definition of segments with different lengths. 
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SEAR Search for Unresolved References Command SEAR 

Syntax SEARCH [<acnm>] [,<acnm>]... 

where <acnm> = the access name of random libraries to be searched. 
The order of these access names determines the order 
of the search. If no <acnm>s are specified, the libraries 
defined by the LIBRARY commands define the search 
ordering. 

Description The SEARCH command directs the Link Editor to search for unresolved references 
at any point in the control stream. 

If a SEARCH command is given in a phase other than the TASK or PHASE 0 phase, 
searching is performed only for symbols that are unresolved in that phase. Unre-
solved references that were established in or promoted to other phases are ignored. 

A SEARCH command in a TASK phase causes searching to be done for every 
phase (for the given phase and all its descendant and previous phases). The only 
way the SEARCH command can be applied to more than one phase is by re-en-
tering a phase defined earlier. This is permitted only for the task phase and for the 
purpose of doing SEARCHes and FINDs. 

Example 1 
SEARCH Search defined libraries for 

unresolved references. 

Example 2 
SEARCH A:*.EXE Search drive A: as a library of 

files with extension .EXE on a 
PC/MS-DOS system. 
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SYMT Include Symbol Tables in Linked Output File Command SYMT 

Syntax SYMT 

Description The SYMT command causes the Link Editor to include symbol tables in the linked 
output file when the linker input files contain such symbols. These symbols were 
provided in the assembler as a result of selecting the SYMLST option (see the 
OPTION directive in the appropriate Assembly Language Programmer's Guide). 
Although symbol tables make the linked module larger, they are useful for 
symbolic debugging. 

SYMT is the inverse of the NOSYMT option. 
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TASK Define Phase as Task Command TASK 

Syntax TASK [<name>] 

where <name> = the identifier of the task module. The <name> can have 
up to eight characters. The name supplied becomes the 
IDT name, placed on the last record of the object 
module produced and on the ID fields of ASCII-for-
matted records. If the parameter is omitted, the IDT 
name of the first included module is used as the task 
name. 

Description 

Example 1 

Example 2 

The TASK command defines a phase that can be installed and executed as a task 
or standalone program, and assigns a name to the task. 

A task is either a complete program, containing both variable data and executable 
code, or it is the variable data portion of a program (procedure/task segmenta-
tion). The TASK and PHASE 0 commands are logically identical; one and only 
one of these two commands must appear in each control stream. 

When task/procedure segmentation is used, the TASK command must follow all 
PROCEDURE commands and precede all PHASE and INCLUDE commands that 
define the task module. The TASK command can be given after overlays have been 
defined (to re-enter the root phase). 

TASK FORPRG Define task named FORPRG. 

TASK Define task and assign it the IDT name 
of the first included module. 
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4. Linking Examples 

Examples showing how and when to use the link control commands are provided 
in this section. Among the examples are a simple link (Section 4.1), ROM/RAM 
partitioning (Section 4.2), and a partial link (Section 4.3). In addition, examples are 
given for creating random and sequential libraries (Section 4.4). 

Three separately assembled modules, ALPHA, BETA, and GAMMA, are to be linked 
together. Figure 4-1, Figure 4-2, and Figure 4-3 contain the source for each module. 
The first example assumes that each module is contained in a separate file named 
ALPHA, BETA, and GAMMA, respectively, and that the three files are listed under a 
user directory named OBJ on the diskette in drive DS01 on a DX10 operating system. 
The second and third examples are similar, but base their file access on the VAX/VMS 
and TI/IBM PC (MS/PC-DOS) operating systems, respectively. 

TMS99000 assembly language source is used in the three figures, but the code could 
easily have been TMS7000 or TMS320 assembly language. All three assemblers 
produce 990-tagged object code that the Link Editor requires as input. 

IDT ' ALPHA ' 
* 

REF BETA, GAMMA 
PSEG 

ALPHA EQU 
SETO RO 

LOOP MOV RO , @CVAR 
BL @BETA 
BL @GAMMA 
DEC RO 
JNE LOOP 
IDLE 
PEND 

DSEG 
WRKSPC BSS 16*2 

DEND 
* 

CSEG 'COMDAT'  
CVAR BSS 2 

CEND 
END 

Figure 4-1. Source for Module Alpha 
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IDT ' BETA ' 

DEF BETA 
PSEG 

BETA EQU 
MOV @CVAR , @MYVAR 
RT 
PEND 

DSEG 
MYVAR BSS 2 

DEND 
* 

CSEG 'COMDAT'  
CVAR BSS 2 

CEND 
* 

END 

Figure 4-2. Source for Module Beta 

IDT ' GAMMA ' 
* 

GAMMA 

* 

DEF GAMMA 
PSEG 
EQU 
MOV @CVAR,@MYVAR 
RT 
PEND 

DSEG 
MYVAR BSS 2 

DEND 

CSEG 'COMDAT'  
CVAR BSS 2 

CEND 
* 

END 

Figure 4-3. Source for Module Gamma 

4.1 Simple Linking 

Every control stream must contain either a TASK or PHASE 0 command to define the 
name of the program being linked. In addition, the control stream must contain one 
or more INCLUDE commands to define modules that are being linked. The control 
stream is terminated with an END command. The following is an example control 
stream on the DX10 operating system for linking the three example object modules 
generated for ALPHA, BETA, and GAMMA. 
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PHASE O,SIMPLE 
INCLUDE DS01.OBJ.ALPHA 
INCLUDE DS01.OBJ.BETA 
INCLUDE DS01.OBJ.GAMMA 
END 

The three modules may be specified in one INCLUDE command rather than with three 
separate commands. The directory containing the modules (DS01.OBJ) may also 
be defined as a library. When this is done, only the file name (enclosed in paren-
theses) need be specified. The Link Editor searches the defined library for the required 
files. An example of a control stream using the INCLUDE command is as follows: 

PHASE O,SIMPLE 
LIBRARY DS01.OBJ 
INCLUDE (ALPHA),(BETA),(GAMMA) 
END 

Since ALPHA references BETA and GAMMA, and the directory containing these 
modules has been defined as a library, ALPHA is the only module that must be 
specified in the INCLUDE command, as shown in the following example: 

PHASE O,SIMPLE 
LIBR DS01.OBJ 
INCL (ALPHA) 
END 

At the end of the control stream, the Link Editor automatically searches the defined 
library for unresolved references and includes the modules that satisfy the references 
in the linking process. 

The Link Editor produces a listing of the linking process and writes it to a specified 
file. Figure 4-4 is an example of the listing file produced. The listing file for this 
example consists of three pages. The first page contains a copy of the link control 
stream. The second page lists the parameters used when the Link Editor was 
initialized (access names of the control file, linked output file, and listing file) and 
the format of the linked output. Since the FORMAT command was not included in 
the control stream, the default, ASCII, is used. 

The third page contains the link map, which is generated to facilitate debugging. 
The link map lists the origins and lengths of the phase being linked, the modules 
included in the link, and any common segments. The origins are relative to the 
beginning of the phase. The order in which the included modules are linked is 
indicated by the number listed next to the module name. The link map also lists the 
symbols defined in the included modules, indicating the module in which the symbol 
is defined (number) and the resolved location of the symbol (value). An asterisk 
(*) preceding the symbol name indicates that the symbol is not referenced in the 
included modules. An asterisk to the right means the symbolic value is absolute. 
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DX10/99000 LINKER VERSION v.2.4 85.122 5/20/85 11:15:21 PAGE 1 
COMMAND LIST 

PHASE 0,SIMPLE 
INCLUDE DSO1.OBJ.ALPHA 
INCLUDE DSO1.OBJ.BETA 
INCLUDE DS01.08J.GAMMA 
END 

DX10/99000 LINKER VERSION v.2.4 85.122 5/20/85 11:15:21 PAGE 2 
LINK MAP 
CONTROL FILE = DS01.SIMPLE.CON 

LINKED OUTPUT FILE = DSO1.SIMPLE.LOD 

LIST FILE = DSO1.SIMPLE.MAP 

OUTPUT FORMAT = ASCII 

DX10/99000 LINKER VERSION v.2.4 85.122 5/20/85 11:15:21 PAGE 3 

PHASE 0, SIMPLE ORIGIN = 0000 LENGTH = 004A 

MODULE NO ORIGIN LENGTH TYPE DATE TIME CREATOR 

ALPHA 1 0000 0014 INCLUDE 5/20/85 11:15:21 TMS990 
$DATA 1 0024 0020 
BETA 2 0014 0008 INCLUDE 5/20/85 11:15:21 TMS990 
$DATA 2 0044 0002 
GAMMA 3 001C 0008 INCLUDE 5/20/85 11:15:21 TMS990 
$DATA 3 0046 0002 

COMMON NO ORIGIN LENGTH 

COMDAT 3 0048 0002 

DEFINITIONS 

NAME VALUE NO NAME VALUE NO 

*BETA 0014 2 *GAMMA 001C 3 

**** LINKING COMPLETED 5/20/85 11:15:29 

Figure 4-4. Listing File for a Simple Link 
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4.2 ROM/RAM Partitioning 

Each example module has a program segment defined by the PSEG assembler 
directive, a data segment defined by the DSEG directive, and a common defined by 
the CSEG directive. Program segments generally contain instructions and nonvari- 
able data (read only). Data segments generally contain variable data (read/write) 
and are labeled by the Link Editor as $DATA. Common segments contain variable 
data that may be shared by more than one module. 

The Link Editor automatically reorganizes the output so that all the program segments 
of the included modules are together, followed by the data segments and then the 
common segments. The link control commands PROGRAM, DATA, and COMMON 
can be used to specify the beginning location of each output segment. These 
commands cannot be used with a PROCEDURE command or a PHASE command 
with a level greater than zero. 

The following is an example of the control stream for a VAX/VMS operating system, 
which is used to partition the program and data segments into potential ROM and 
RAM locations. 

PHASE 0,SEGMENT 
PROGRAM >1000 
DATA >2000 
COMMON >3000,COMDAT 
INCLUDE [PROJECT.MACK]ALPHA.MPO 
INCLUDE [PROJECT.MACK]BETA.MPO 
INCLUDE [PROJECT.MACK]GAMMA.MPO 
END 

The example assumes that location >1000 is in ROM and locations >2000 and 
>3000 are in RAM. This control stream causes the program segment of ALPHA to 
begin at location >1000, followed by the program segment of BETA, and then 
GAMMA. The data segment of ALPHA begins at location >2000 and is followed 
by the data segments of BETA and GAMMA. The common segment that is to be 
shared by all three modules begins at location >3000. Note that if the common 
segment is not specifically named in the COMMON command, the segment begins 
immediately following the last data segment. 

Figure 4-5 contains the listing produced by this link. Use of the \PROGRAM, DATA, 
and COMMON commands causes the phase length to be listed as zero and the origins 
to be listed as absolute locations. An asterisk(*) preceding the symbol name indicates 
that the symbol is not referenced in the included modules. An asterisk following the 
value of a symbol name indicates an absolute location. Linking absolute code 
generated by the assembler (AORG assembler directive) also causes the phase length 
to be listed as zero and the origins to be absolute locations. 
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VAX/99000 LINKER VERSION v.2.4 85.122 5/20/85 11:24:46 PAGE 1 
COMMAND LIST 

PHASE 0,SEGMENT 
PROGRAM >1000 
DATA >2000 
COMMON >3000,COMDAT 
INCLUDE [PROJECT.MACK]ALPHA.MPO 
INCLUDE [PROJECT.MACK]BETA.MPO 
INCLUDE [PROJECT.MACK]GAMMA.MPO 
END 

VAX/99000 LINKER VERSION v.2.4 85.122 5/20/85 11:24:46 PAGE 2 
LINK MAP 
CONTROL FILE = [PROJECT.MACK]SEGMENT.CON 

LINKED OUTPUT FILE = [PROJECT.MACK]SEGMENT.LOD 

LIST FILE = [PROJECT.MACK]SEGMENT.MAP 

OUTPUT FORMAT = ASCII 

VAX/99000 LINKER VERSION v.2.4 85.122 5/20/85 11:24:46 PAGE 3 

PHASE 0, SEGMENT ORIGIN = 0000 LENGTH = 0000 

MODULE NO ORIGIN LENGTH TYPE DATE TIME CREATOR 

ALPHA 1 1000 0014 INCLUDE 5/20/85 11:24:46 ASM700 
$DATA 1 2000 0020 
BETA 2 1014 0008 INCLUDE 5/20/85 11:24:46 ASM700 
$DATA 2 2020 0002 
GAMMA 3 101C 0008 INCLUDE 5/20/85 11:24:46 ASM700 
$DATA 3 2022 0002 

COMMON NO ORIGIN LENGTH 

COMDAT 3 3000 0002 

DEFINITIONS 

NAME VALUE NO NAME VALUE NO 

BETA 0014 2 *GAMMA 101C* 3 

**** LINKING COMPLETED 5/20/85 11:24:54 

Figure 4-5. Listing File for ROM/RAM Partitioning 

4.3 Partial Linking 

This section shows how to generate a partial link and then include the output of the 
partial link in a subsequent link. Only ASCII object code can be used in partial linking 
on the TMS320 and TMS7000 devices; both ASCII and compressed code can be 
used on the TMS99000 devices. 

The PARTIAL command is used in the control stream to specify a partial link. In this 
example, modules BETA and GAMMA are to be linked together in a partial link. The 
output of the partial link is not executable and must be linked again without the 
PARTIAL command so that the output of this partial link will then be linked with 
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module ALPHA to produce an executable module. The following is the control 
stream for the partial link, using the TI/IBM PC (PC/MS-DOS) operating systems: 

PARTIAL 
PHASE O,PARTIAL 
INCLUDE A:BETA.MPO 
INCLUDE A:GAMMA.MPO 
END 

All commands pertaining to partial links must be issued before any INCLUDE, 
SEARCH, and FIND commands. The PARTIAL command must be given before the 
first INCLUDE command in the control stream. In a partial link, only one phase is 
allowed and must be defined by the PHASE 0 or TASK command. 

The ALLGLOBAL, GLOBAL, and NOTGLOBAL commands are used with the 
PARTIAL command to define the scope of DEF tags in modules included in the partial 
link. These symbols are specified as either global or local. All externally-defined 
symbols are processed as global symbols. Global symbols are externally defined in 
the partially linked output modules and may be referenced in a subsequent link. Local 
symbols are not externally defined in the partially linked output module; therefore, 
they may be referenced in the current partial link. Since none of these commands 
are included in the control stream, the default, ALLGLOBAL, is used. 

The output of the partial link can now be linked with module ALPHA to produce an 
executable module, using the following control stream: 

PHASE O,MAIN 
INCLUDE B:ALPHA.MPO 
INCLUDE B:PARTIAL.MPO 
END 

The listing and object modules from a partial link using the PARTIAL command are 
given in Figure 4-6. 

The second part of the link, in which the output of the partial link is relinked without 
using the PARTIAL command, is performed next. The listing and object files for 
relinking the output of the partial link are shown in Figure 4-7. 
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PC/CrossWare Family Linker v.2.4 85.122 5/20/85 11:34:46 PAGE 1 
COMMAND LIST 

PARTIAL 
PHASE 0,PARTIAL 
INCLUDE A:BETA.MPO 
INCLUDE A:GAMMA.MPO 
END 

PC/CrossWare Family Linker v.2.4 85.122 5/20/85 11:34:46 PAGE 2 
LINK MAP 
CONTROL FILE = A:PARTIAL.CON 

LINKED OUTPUT FILE = A:PARTIAL.MPO 

LIST FILE = A:PARTIAL.MAP 

OUTPUT FORMAT = ASCII 

PC/CrossWare Family Linker v.2.4 85.122 5/20/85 11:34:46 PAGE 3 

PHASE 0 PARTIAL MODULE ORIGIN = 0000 LENGTH = 001A 

MODULE NO ORIGIN LENGTH TYPE DATE TIME CREATOR 

BETA 1 0000 000A INCLUDE 5/20/85 11:34:46 ASM320 
$DATA 1 0000 0002 
GAMMA 2 000A 000A INCLUDE 5/20/85 11:34:46 ASM320 
$DATA 2 0002 0002 

COMMON NO ORIGIN LENGTH 

COMDAT 1 0000 0002 

DEFINITIONS 

NAME VALUE NO NAME VALUE NO 

BETA 0000 1 *GAMMA 000A 2 

LENGTH OF REGION FOR TASk = 001A 

NUMBER OF RECORDS FOR MODULE PARTIAL = 3 

TOTAL RECORDS WRITTEN = 3 

**** LINKING COMPLETED 5/20/85 11:34:54 

a. Listing File for a Partial Link 

K0014PARTIAL M0004$DATA 0000M0002COMDAT00025000BETA 5000AGAMMA 7F115F 
A0000B0700BC820N00000002T0000B045BA000AB0700BC820N00000002T00027F27FF 
B045BI0000BETA I000AGAMMA 7F92AF 

PARTIAL 5/20/85 11:36:48 LINK990 v2.4 85.122 

b. Object File for a Partial Link 

Figure 4-6. Listing and Object Files for a Partial Link 
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PC/CrossWare Family Linker v.2.4 85.122 5/20/85 11:34:46 PAGE 1 
COMMAND LIST 

PHASE 0,TEST 
INCLUDE A:ALPHA.MPO 
INCLUDE A:PARTIAL.MPO 
END 

PC/CrossWare Family Linker v.2.4 85.122 5/20/85 11:34:46 PAGE 2 
LINK MAP 

CONTROL FILE .= A:TEST.CON 

LINKED OUTPUT FILE = A:TEST.LOD 

LIST FILE = A:TEST.MAP 

OUTPUT FORMAT = ASCII 

PC/CrossWare Family Linker v.2.4 85.122 5/20/85 11:34:46 PAGE 3 

PHASE 0 MAIN MODULE ORIGIN = 0000 LENGTH = 004E 
MODULE NO ORIGIN LENGTH TYPE DATE TIME CREATOR 

ALPHA 1 0000 0014 INCLUDE 5/20/85 11:44:46 ASM320 
$DATA 1 0028 0020 
PARTIAL 2 0014 0014 INCLUDE 5/20/85 11:44:46 ASM320 
$DATA 2 0048 0004 

COMMON NO ORIGIN LENGTH 

COMDAT 1 004C 0002 

DEFINITIONS 
NAME VALUE NO NAME VALUE NO 

*BETA 0014 2 *GAMMA 001E 2 

LENGTH OF REGION FOR TASK = 004E 

NUMBER OF RECORDS FOR MODULE PARTIAL = 3 

TOTAL RECORDS WRITTEN = 3 

**** LINKING COMPLETED 5/20/85 11:44:54 

a. Listing File for Relinking the Partial Link Output 

K004EMAIN A0000B0700BC800C004CB06A0C0014B06A0C001EB0600B16F87F258F 
B0340A0014B0700BC820C004CC00488045BB0700BC820C004CCOO4AB045B7F2D5F 
I0000ALPHA I0014PARTIAL I001BETA I001EGAMMA 7F433F 

MAIN 5/20/85 11:46:48 LINK990 v2.4 85.122 

b. Object File for Relinking the Partial Link Output 

Figure 4-7. Listing and Object Files for Relinking the Partial Link Output 
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4.4 Library Creation 

The linker can accommodate two object library types: random and sequential. 

A random library can be created almost automatically. Whenever one or more object 
files are placed in the same directory or sub-directory, that directory becomes a 
random library. Some examples of random libraries are as follows: 

PROJ.A2710.OBJ (DX10), where the example indicates a 
directory containing object file members 
named (e.g.,, SIN, COS, SUB2, HEAPSORT, 
etc.). 

DUAO:[USER07.PROJ2710. PARTS] (VAX), where the example indicates a 
directory containing object file members 
named (e.g., PART1.OBJ, INITIAL.OBJ, 
CLEAN U P.0 BJ, etc.). 

A:*. M PO (MS-DOS), where the name indicates a drive 
and all files with the extension .MPO (e.g., 
QUICK.MPO, BTREE.MPO, SHELL.MPO, 
etc.). 

The creation of sequential libraries is more involved. Since sequential libraries offer 
no advantages over random libraries, their use will probably be restricted to those 
users of systems not supporting random libraries, i.e., not supporting multilevel 
directories or "wild-card" file specifications. 

A sequential library is a single file and consists of a "dictionary," followed by one 
or more concatinated object modules. The user must order the elements in a 
sequential library so that no object segment contains an external reference to a 
preceding segment. The concatinated object files may be created by assembling a 
source file created by concatinating the source files of several proposed members 
of the sequential library. Such a source file might appear as shown in Figure 4-8. 
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IDT 'TRESRT' 
TITL 'THIS IS THE FIRST LIB MEMBER' 
DEF TRESRT,QUICK 

QUICK EQU $ 

TRESRT EQU $ 

END 

IDT 'ELEM' 
TITL 'STILL IN SEQ LIB' 
DEF ELEM 

END 
* 

IDT 'LASTPROG' 
TITL 'ET CETERA' 

END 

Figure 4-8. Source File for Sequential Library Creation 

The assembler output contains all modules within the same file, yet distinct. The use 
of a text editor allows the creation of such a file by appending the object files that 
result from independent assembly of the proposed library members. The dictionary 
structure must be created by use of the text editor. It precedes the first object module 
and must match the following pattern: 

First line, the library 'IDT' record: 01111aaaaaaaaF 

where 0 = tag 
1111 = length of the dictionary 
aaaaaaaa = library name 
F = end-of-record tag 
user-defined information out to 80th character 

Example: 00000SEQL1B01F 04/10/85 08:15:00 

One entry for each object module included in the library: 
F11111aaaaaaaa; 

where F = tag 
I = IDT marker 
1111 = length of PSEG of module 
aaaaaaaa = IDT of the module 
';' = record end marker 

Example: Fl00CEFASTSORT; 
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For each DEF within a module: FEtllllaaaaaa{,tllllaaaaaa}; 

where F = tag 
E = tag 
t = type of DEF ("A" = absolute, "R" = relative) 
1111 = value of the DEF'd symbol 
aaaaaa = 6-character name of symbol DEF'd in this module 
, = if more (up to five DEFs allowed per record 
; = if no more 

Example: FEA0050PACK ,ROOACUNPAK ,A0E08ENCODE; 

For each REF within the module: FR]]]]]aaaaaa{,]]]]]aaaaaa). 

where F = tag 
R = tag 
']]]]]' = five blanks 
aaaaaa = 6-character name of symbol REF'd 
, = if more (up to five REFs allowed per record) 
; = if no more 

Example: FR]]]]]EXREF ,]]]]]ESYM ,]]]]]X]]]]] 

For each COMMON segment contained within the module: 
FC1111aaaaaa{,1111aaaaaa}; 

where F = tag 
C = tag 
1111 = length of COMMON segment 
aaaaaa = 6-character COMMON segment name 

Example: FC01 4000MNAM,0266$13LANK; 

For each DATA segment defined within the module: 
FD1111]]]]]]{,1111]]]]]]).; 

where F = tag 
D = tag 
1111 = length of DATA segment 
']]]]]]' = six blanks 
up to five DSEGs allowed, separated by commas 
terminated by ; 

Example: FD001 0]]]]]],0032]]]]]] 

This set of records is repeated for each object module in the library. The final record, 
just prior to the first record of the first library member, must contain a colon in the 
first character position. The remainder of this colon record is not specified. It can 
be used for date, time, and other user-defined information. 
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5. Link Editor Error Messages 

Messages are listed for detected errors in the listing file. Linker error messages are 
named and described below. 

When the error-message description indicates that a malfunction of the link editor 
has occurred, please contact the Texas Instruments Customer Response Center 
(CRC) hotline number, 1-800-232-3200, extension 2171, for assistance. 

'(' EXPECTED: The REPLACE command expects a parenthesis. 

ADDRESS SPACE HAS OVERFLOWED IN THIS MODULE: The maximum 
address required to represent this module is >10000 or greater. No valid object 
module can be produced for this phase. The linker continues to produce the map, 
but with increased likelihood that it will abort from internal errors. 

ADDRESS SPACE TRUNCATED FOR TAG = X IN THE SEGMENT START-
ING AT YYYY: The 320-specific tags have a seven-bit address field that has 
overflowed. 

ALIGNMENT VALUE MUST BE IN THE RANGE 0..15: The value in the 
ADJUST command is out of range. 

AN ACTIVE BUFFER SHOULD HAVE BEEN CLOSED: A buffer that needs to 
be closed is still marked as active. 

ATTEMPT MADE TO WRITE TO A NIL SEGMENT: The linker attempted to 
write to a nonexistent segment. Indicates a malfunction of the link editor; call hotline 
immediately. 

ATTEMPT MADE TO WRITE TO INACTIVE SEGMENT: The linker has 
attempted to write to an unopen segment. Indicates a malfunction of the link editor; 
call hotline immediately. 

ATTEMPT TO ACTIVATE AN ALREADY ACTIVE SEGMENT: The linker has 
attempted to open a segment that is already active. Indicates a malfunction of the 
link editor; call hotline immediately. 

ATTEMPT TO ACTIVATE NIL SEGMENT: The linker has attempted to open a 
nonexistent segment. Indicates a malfunction of the link editor; call hotline imme-
diately. 

ATTEMPT TO ALLOCATE AFTER DSEG OF CSEG DEFINED: The ALLOCATE 
command has been given after data and/or common segments have been encount-
ered. 

ATTEMPT TO MOVE NON-COMMON SEGMENT: An attempt has been made 
to move a segment that is not a common. Indicates a malfunction of the link editor; 
call hotline immediately. 

ATTEMPT TO ORDER A NIL SEGMENT: A common that was never defined 
cannot be placed in the stream of commons. Indicates a malfunction of the link 
editor; call hotline immediately. 

ATTEMPT TO REDEFINE COMMON ORIGIN: Directives to place a common 
origin provide information that conflicts with information that has been already 
determined. 

BAD CHAIN FOR XXXX TO YYYY: In a partial link, the reference chain for XXXX 
points to the address YYYY that is outside the scope of the segment. 
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BAD INDEX - COMMAND FORMAT NOT RECOGNIZED: In a partial link, 
an error was detected in the control record such that the current index is negative. 

BAD TAG IN CHAIN FOR XXXX AT YYYY: In a partial link, an invalid tag was 
encountered in the processing of the reference chain. If this error occurs, the object 
module has been damaged. 

CANNOT ORDER COMMONS FROM DIFFERENT MODULES: Commons 
that are overlayed in procedures of the same phase level cannot be ordered together. 
This usually occurs in a partial link. 

CAN'T ASSIGN LUNO TO LIBRARY: The DX10 system assigns a luno (logical 
unit number) to each library identified in a LIBRARY or SEARCH command. This 
message indicates that an error code was returned, and the library was not entered 
into the library table for later use. (Luno's are assigned so that later references to 
library members will be resolved more quickly by the operating system. In addition, 
this permits early identification of error when a library is incorrectly specified.) If using 
a DOS system, this message indicates that the limit has been exceeded in the number 
of files that can be opened at one time. 

CAN'T OPEN FILE: A file that should be opened cannot be opened. The system 
return code is identified in the immediate preceding warning. 

CAN'T OPEN LIBRARY: The DX10 system reads in the directory of each library 
specified in the LIBRARY commands, except the last. This message indicates that 
an error code was returned or an attempt made to open the directory. (A luno has 
already been assigned to the library. If this message occurs, it is probably because 
the luno has not been assigned to the directory file.) The library's directories are read 
in to permit the linker to minimize the number of abortive file-open operations during 
automatic call. 

CHAIN TO UNINITIALIZED LOCATION FOR XXXX AT YYYY: The reference 
chain for value XXXX points from YYYY to an insignificant address. Processing of 
the chain is discontinued. 

COMMAND NOT VALID WITH PARTIAL LINK: The specified command is not 
valid in producing a partial link. 

COMMAND ONLY VALID WITH PARTIAL LINK: The GLOBAL, NOTGLOBAL, 
and ALLGLOBAL commands must follow a PARTIAL command in a control stream. 

COMMON HAS NOT BEEN PLACED VALIDLY: An attempt has been made 
to place a common at two or more locations. 

COMMON NAME TRUNCATED: The common name has been truncated to six 
characters. This is a trivial warning and processing proceeds with the truncated name. 

COMMON NUMBER INVALID: The common number given an M tag is not in 
the valid range. 

COMMON ORIGIN HAS ALREADY BEEN SET: An attempt has been made to 
define a common origin already set with a previous COMMON command. 

COMMON ORIGIN INVALID: The origin for a common is not valid. 

COMMON ORIGIN WAS NOT DEFINED: The first common name specified in 
a COMMON command was never defined in the link. 

COMMON SEGMENT HAS NO SYMBOL DEFINED: A symbol has been given 
for a common segment, but the segment itself does not exist. 

COMMON SYMBOL IS NOT VALID: The given common symbol is not legal. 
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COMMON SYMBOL WAS NEVER DEFINED: A common segment was not 
found corresponding to the common symbol. 

COMPRESSED FORMAT NOT SUPPORTED FOR 320 Er 7000 INPUT 
MODULES: The linker only recognizes ASCII-formatted input modules for these 
object codes. 

CONFLICTING COMMON SYMBOL FOUND: A common symbol that is not 
consistent with previous commons has been detected. 

CURRENT SEGMENT HAS NOT BEEN DEACTIVATED: The segment that 
should be closed has been left active. 

DUPLICATE SYMBOL DEFINITION ENCOUNTERED: Two definitions have 
been encountered for the same external symbol. 

ENTRY NAME TRUNCATED: The entry name has been truncated to six char-
acters. This is a trivial warning and processing proceeds with the truncated name. 

EXTERNAL REFERENCE INDEX OUT OF RANGE: The index number specified 
by an E tag in an input object module is not valid. 

EXTERNAL SYMBOL TRUNCATED: A symbol specified in a GLOBAL or 
NOTGLOBAL command exceeds six characters in length. 

FATAL ERROR DETECTED -- *LINKER ABORTING*: An error that the linker 
cannot recover from has been detected. The user should repeat the process. If the 
message occurs again, then either check the procedures used or call the hotline for 
assistance. 

FIRST PHASE HAS ALREADY BEEN DEFINED: A NOMAP command has 
appeared after a TASK or a PHASE command has been issued in the control stream. 

HEAP ERROR ENCOUNTERED IN PASS2: A heap error was detected while 
trying to allocate data space for the second pass. Indicates a malfunction of the link 
editor; call hotline immediately. 

ILLEGAL INTERMEDIATE TAG ENCOUNTERED AT XXXX: An encoded tag 
was encountered that was not valid. Indicates a malfunction of the link editor; call 
hotline immediately. 

ILLEGAL TAG FOUND IN INTERMEDIATE FILE; TAG=X: An invalid tag was 
found in the intermediate file. Indicates a malfunction of the link editor; call hotline 
immediately. 

INTERMEDIATE FILE OVERFLOW: The maximum number of records for inter-
mediate object representation has been exceeded. Obtain more file space by making 
individual object modules smaller or call the hotline for assistance. 

INTERMEDIATE RECORD NUMBER INVALID: The record index for the 
intermediate storage is not in the legal range. 

INTERNAL LINKER ERROR IN AUTOCALL: An error has occurred in the 
automatic-call algorithm. This error should never occur. If it does, unresolved 
references may be the result of modules not having been read in; in other respects, 
the object module produced should be good. Relink using specific INCLUDES for 
the missing modules or call the hotline for assistance. 

INVALID ATTEMPT TO MOVE FIRST COMMON: The linker has attempted 
to move a common that was specified as the first common by a COMMON command. 
Indicates a malfunction of the link editor; call hotline immediately. 
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INVALID ATTEMPT TO READ BUFFER: The linker has attempted to activate a 
buffer that is not of the correct type. Indicates a malfunction of the link editor; call 
hotline immediately. 

INVALID LEVEL FOR PHASE: The level argument to a PHASE command is not 
appropriate. The first phase established must be a TASK or a phase of level 0. If the 
current level is N, a new phase must have level < N+1. 

INVALID PROCEDURE LEVEL: The level for procedures must be 1 or 2. 

INVALID PROCEDURE SPECIFIED: An illegal procedure has been declared. 

INVALID SYMBOL NAME FOR REPLACE: The REPLACE command has 
encountered an illegal symbol name. 

INVALID VALUE FOR LINES PER PAGE: The argument to a page command 
is not recognized as a positive integer or is out of the range of 16 to 60 lines per page. 

LAST COMMON IN LIST IS NIL: The last common in a list of ordered commons 
does not exist. Indicates a malfunction of the link editor; call hotline immediately. 

LAST MODULE FOR PHASE IS NIL: The linker cannot find the information 
about the current phase. Indicates a malfunction of the link editor; call hotline 
immediately. 

MAP RECORD INDEX IS OUT OF RANGE: The map record is full or the index 
has been changed to an invalid value. Indicates a malfunction of the link editor; call 
hotline immediately. 

MEMBER NAME TOO LONG: The member name exceeds eight characters. The 
command is not processed. 

MEMBER NAME TRUNCATED: The member name has been truncated to eight 
characters. This is a trivial warning and processing proceeds with the truncated name. 

MINIMUM NUMBER OF LINES PER PAGE IS 16: A PAGE N command may 
not specify a value of N less than 16. 

MODULE LENGTH IS ZERO: The length for the module has been incorrectly 
specified as zero. 

MODULE ORIGIN IS NOT ZERO: The origin for a module must be zero before 
the relocation is applied. 

NIL COMMON SEGMENT WAS ACTIVATED: An attempt was made to activate 
a common segment that does not exist. 

NIL SEGMENT FOR M TAG SYMBOL: An M tag definition applies to a segment 
that does not exist. Indicates a malfunction of the link editor; call hotline immediately. 

NO PHASE IS DEFINED: No PROCEDURE, TASK, or PHASE 0 has been defined. 
A command has been given which requires that object modules be read in or that 
some phase be active. 

NO TASK PHASE IS DEFINED: No TASK or PHASE 0 has been defined. A valid 
set of linked object modules cannot be produced. 

NOTGLOBAL MUST PRECEDE A GLOBAL COMMAND: The GLOBAL 
command is only valid if it is preceded by a NOTGLOBAL command with no 
parameter. 
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OBJECT CARD INDEX ERROR DETECTED: After writing an object record, the 
index into the record was not equal to one. Indicates a malfunction of the link editor; 
call hotline immediately. 

ORIGIN CANNOT BE WRITTEN TO INACTIVE SEGMENT: The linker has 
attempted to write origin information to a segment that is not open. Indicates a 
malfunction of the link editor; call hotline immediately. 

OVERWRITTEN BLOCKS FOR XXXX TO YYYY: Absolutely placed object code 
overlaps at the given address. 

OVERWRITTEN SEGMENTS STARTING AT XXXX IN MODULE 
NNNNNNNN: Overlapping segments have been detected starting at location 
XXXX. The link map specifies which segment starts at that point. This is flagged 
as a warning. 

PARTIAL COMMAND INVALID IN CONTEXT: The PARTIAL command was 
specified in the control stream after a command that is inconsistent with partial links 
(e.g., DUMMY, PROGRAM, DATA, COMMON, ALLOCATE, PROCEDURE, PHASE 
1, etc.) 

PHASE LEVEL EXPECTED: The level argument to a PHASE command must be 
a zero or a positive integer. 

PHASE LEVEL SPECIFIED IS NOT VALID: The level specified in a PHASE 
command is not in the valid range. 

PHASE NAME TRUNCATED: The phase name has been truncated to eight 
characters. This is a trivial warning, and processing proceeds with the truncated 
name. 

PHASE SEQUENCE IS NOT VALID: The order in which the phases have been 
declared is not legal. 

PREMATURE END OF CONTROL FILE: The control file has ended before an 
END command was encountered. No further processing is done. 

PROCEDURE CANNOT HAVE BROTHERS: A procedure cannot have phases 
at the same level defined with it. 

PROCEDURE NAME TRUNCATED: The procedure name has been truncated 
to eight characters. This is a trivial warning, and processing proceeds with the 
truncated name. 

PROC 1 MUST BE DUMMIED TO DUMMY PROC 2: In order to dummy the 
second procedure, the first procedure must also be dummied. 

PROC 1 SYMBOL NUMBER IS NOT ZERO: The symbol number for the 
procedure must be zero. 

PROC 2 SYMBOL NUMBER IS NOT ZERO: The symbol number for the 
procedure must be zero. 

RELOCATABLE ADDRESS IS NOT VALID;SEGMENTS SHOULD RF 
PLACED AT ABSOLUTE LOCATIONS: Certain TMS320-specific tags reqr ,e 
that segments to which they refer be placed at absolute addresses. 

SEGMENT BUFFER HAS BEEN DAMAGED: The current segment does not 
contain the expected information. Indicates a malfunction of the link editor; call 
hotline immediately. 
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SEGMENT ORIGIN IS ZERO: The origin for a segment has erroneously changed 
to zero. Indicates a malfunction of the link editor; call hotline immediately. 

TASK OR PHASE 0 IS ALREADY DEFINED: A PROCEDURE command cannot 
be given once a task phase has been defined. 

TASK OR PHASE 0 MUST BE DEFINED BEFORE OVERLAY: An overlay has 
been defined before the task or root phase. 

THE CURRENT SEGMENT IS NIL: The segment that is being examined does 
not exist. indicates a malfunction of the link editor; call hotline immediately. 

THE INPUT OBJECT MODULE HAS BEEN DAMAGED: Unexpected or invalid 
tags and values have been encountered in the input object module. 

THE MAP RECORD IS NIL: An attempt has been made to place information into 
the map record when the record does not exist. Indicates a malfunction of the link 
editor; call hotline immediately. 

THE OVERWRITTEN BLOCKS ARE NOT COMPATIBLE: The types of the 
overlapping blocks are not the same, and a valid object module cannot be proauced. 

THE PHASE TYPE IS NOT TASK, OVLY, OR PROC: This error should never 
occur, because the only valid types are TASK, OVLY, and PROC. 

THE SEGMENT TYPE IS NOT PSEG, DSEG, OR CSEG: The only valid segment 
types are PSEG, DSEG, and CSEG. 

TOO MANY SYMBOLS HAVE BEEN DEFINED: The statically allocated arrays 
that contain the values for symbols (mostly external symbols and phase lengths, 
origins, etc.) have overflowed. The number of symbols allowed in a symbol table is 
1110. 

UNABLE TO PROPERLY ORDER COMMONS: The linker cannot order the 
commons as specified. 

UNEXPECTED TAG: The input object module is not of the expected format. It 
may not really be an object module. Processing stops. 

UNRECOGNIZED FORMAT: The argument to the FORMAT command is not 
recognized. 

UNRECOGNIZED COMMAND: The command on the most recent line is not 
recognized as a linker command. The line is ignored. 

UNSUPPORTED INTER-SEGMENT LINK FOR XXXX FROM YYYY TO 
ZZZZ: This message is printed by the second pass, and applies to the moauie in 
the linked output that is next identified. An external reference chain has pointed from 
one PSEG, DSEG, or CSEG into another. XXXX is the value of the external symbol 
to be filled in. (The second pass cannot identify it by symbol name. The name can 
often be found by examining the symbol definitions. A symbol with a value of zero 
may be an unresolved reference.) YYYY, the address where the chain starts, identifies 
the offending module. ZZZZ is the address to which the chain points. The only 
deficiency in the linked object is that incorrect values remain where the value of 
external symbol XXXX should have been inserted. 
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A. Glossary 

This Glossary includes terms used in this manual or related documents. The defi-
nitions provided apply to link editors in general. 

Absolute Address: An address that designates a specific physical location in 
memory. 

Access Name: A uniquely identifying name by which a directory or file can be 
accessed. An access name may include a device name, a directory name, or a file 
name. 

Address: An expression, usually numerical, that designates a location in a storage 
or memory device. 

ASCII Object Code Format: The default format for object code produced by the 
assembler or link editor. The format consists of an ASCII tag character followed by 
one or two ASCII fields. The first field is numeric in value, and the optional second 
field contains a symbol. Refer to the appropriate Assembly Language Programmer's 
Guide for further information. 

Assembler: A system utility that translates assembly language instructions 
(symbolic source code) into machine language instructions (binary object code) so 
they can then be executed by the hardware on a step-by-step basis. 

Base: A reference value. 

Base Address: The value to which a relative address is added to obtain an absolute 
address. 

BNPF Formatted File: A file containing object code in binary form, where P 
denotes a logic 1 and N denotes a logic 0. Data for each word begins with a B, 
followed by the bit values and ending with an F. 

Compressed Object Code Format: An optional format for object code where 
numeric fields are expressed in binary rather than ASCII to conserve space. 

CRU: Communications Register Unit - A command-driven, bit-addressable, 
input/output interface. The processor instruction can set, reset, or test any bit in the 
CRU array or move data between the memory and CRU data field. 

CSEG: An assembler directive that defines the beginning of a common data 
segment. 

Debug: To detect, locate, and remove mistakes in software or malfunctions in the 
hardware. 

DEF: An assembler directive that causes specified symbols to be tagged as external 
definitions in the object module. Defined symbols then are available to other modules 
and separately assembled modules can be linked. 

Default: A value used for a parameter when no other value is supplied by the user. 

Device: Physical equipment such as a diskette drive or VDT. 

Device Name: A character string assigned by the system to specify a physical 
device (e.g., LP01 is the device name for a line printer). 
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Directory: An index file that contains the information necessary to locate other files 
listed in that directory and to describe the characteristics of those files. It does not 
contain user data. 

Directory Name: A character string assigned by the user that identifies a directory. 
The directory name is part of the access name for all files indexed in that directory. 
The directory name for a diskette directory can be either the volume name assigned 
to the diskette or the device name of the drive in which the diskette is residing. 

Diskette Directory: The directory that contains all user directories and all files 
not included in a user directory on a diskette. 

Diskette Name: Either the volume name assigned to the diskette or the device 
name of the drive in which the diskette is residing. 

DSEG: An assembler directive that defines the beginning of a data segment. 

Entry Point: In a software program, any place to which control can be passed in 
a particular software module. 

EPROM: Erasable programmable read-only memory - an MOS semiconductor 
memory storage element that can be programmed after packaging with a fixed 
(read-only) program. Programmed data can be erased by exposing the EPROM to 
ultraviolet light. The EPROM can then be reprogrammed. 

File: A collection of data generated by the user or the system. 

File Access Name: An access name that specifies a text or data file. 

File Management: Process of organizing data on a storage device and managing 
transfer of that data between main memory and the storage device. 

File Manager: A set of file management utilities. 

File Name: A character string assigned by the user to identify a file. The file name 
is part of the access name for the file. 

File-Oriented Device: A device that can be used for processing or storing files, 
such as a diskette drive or a line printer. 

Host System: The system that is monitoring and controlling operation of the target 
system. 

Initial Value: The value initially displayed or supplied by the system for a param-
eter. 

I/O: Input/Output. 

Library: A directory or file used by the link editor, consisting of object modules that 
may be included in the linking process. 

Link Editor: A system utility used to link object modules that have been separately 
assembled or compiled to produce an object module that can be loaded into the target 
memory and executed. 

Listing File: A file generated by the show directory utility, assembler, and link 
editor, which contains information pertaining to execution of the utility or the results. 

Memory Word: Data consisting of 16 bits (2 bytes). 

Microprocessor: An integrated circuit that can be programmed with stored 
instructions to perform a wide variety of functions. 
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Object Code: Output from an assembler or compiler that is itself executable 
machine code or is suitable for processing (i.e., linking) to produce executable 
machine code. 

Operating System: Software that controls the execution of all programs, routines, 
tasks, etc. that execute in a computer. 

Operator Interface: The means by which the user communicates with the system. 

Overlay: Parts (phases) of a program which share memory and are loaded into 
executable memory during program execution. 

PROM: Programmable read-only memory - a bipolar semiconductor memory 
storage element that can be programmed after packaging with a fixed (read-only) 
program. 

PROM Personality Card: An interchangeable part that snaps onto the front of 
the PROM programmer console. There are four types of personality cards, each of 
which is used to program or read a particular class of PROM or EPROM devices. 

PROM Utility: A system utility used in conjunction with the PROM programming 
hardware to store data in or read data from a PROM or EPROM. 

PROM Word: A group of data in a PROM or EPROM that can be accessed by 
one address. The number of bits per each PROM word depends on the type of PROM 
or EPROM being used. 

Prompt: A display on a terminal that requests the user to enter some information. 

Prompt Response: The value entered for a prompt. This vaiue is passed as a 
parameter to the utility that has been invoked. 

PSEG: An assembler directive that defines the beginning of a program segment. 

RAM: Random-access memory; a memory storage element from which data can 
be read or to which data can be written as required by the user application. 

Random Library: A directory, used by the link editor, which lists files that contain 
object modules that may be included in the linking process. 

REF: An assembler directive that causes specified sysmbols to be tagged as external 
references in the object code. The link editor resolves external references by matching 
REF tags with DEF tags from other modules. 

Relative Address: An address that is relative to the beginning of a program. The 
value of a relative address is added to the base address to obtain an absolute address. 

Relocatable Code: A program or routine that can be moved from one portion of 
memory to another and have the necessary address references adjusted so that it can 
be executed from its new location. 

Response Field: The area immediately following a command prompt in which the 
user may enter a parameter. 

ROM: Read-only memory; a fixed program semiconductor storage element that 
has been hard-coded by the manufacturer with a permanent program. 

Sequential File: A file consisting of variable-length logical records that must be 
accessed sequentially. 

Sequential Library: A sequential file used by the link editor, consisting of 
concatenated object modules that were generated by previous partial links and may 
be included in the current linking process. 
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Source code: Code input to a compiler or assembler in order to generate machine 
executable code. Source code can be written in assembly language or in some 
high-level language, such as Pascal. 

Source Module: A file generated by using the text editor, which contains source 
statements (i.e., assembly language or high-level language statements) for all or part 
of a software program. 

Symbol Resolution: A function of the link editor utility, consisting of matching 
REF and DEF tag symbols to form different modules and inserting the correct 
locations for these symbols in the linked object code. 

Target System: The system under development. 

Text Editor: A system utility used to create and edit text and data files. 

Text Formatter: A system utility used to format text files for purposes of readability 
and printing. 

User Directory: A directory created by the user and listed under the diskette 
directory. 

Utility: A software program executed by the operating system to perform a special 
function. 

VDT: Video display terminal 

Volume Name: A character string assigned by the user to a particular storage 
device. 
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